This paper proposes a new nonparametric estimator for general regression functions with multiple regressors. The method used here is motivated by a remarkable result derived by Kolmogorov (1957) and later tightened by Lorentz (1966) . In short, any continuous function f(x 1 ; : : :; x d ) has the representation P 2d+1 k=1g ( 1~ k (x 1 ) + + d~ k (x d )), whereg( ) is a continuous function,~ k ( ), k = 1; : : : ; 2d + 1, is Lipschitz of order one and strictly increasing, and j , j = 1; : : : ; d, is some constant. Generalizing this result, we propose the following estimator, P 2d+1 k=1 g k ( k;1 k (x 1 ) + + k;d k (x d )), where both g k ( ) and k ( ) are twice continuously di erentiable and k ( ) is non-decreasing. These functions are estimated using regression cubic B-splines, which have excellent numerical properties. One of the main contributions of this paper is that we develop a method for imposing monotonicity on the cubic B-splines, a priori, such that the estimator is dense in the set of all monotonic cubic B-splines. The method requires only 2(r + 1) + 1 restrictions per each k ( ), where r is the number of interior knots. Rates of convergence in L 2 are the same as the optimal rate for the one-dimensional case. A simulation experiment shows that the estimator works well when optimization is performed by using the back-tting algorithm. The monotonic restriction has many other applications besides the one presented here, such as estimating a demand function. With only r + 2 more constraints, it is also possible to impose concavity.
Introduction
In economics, there is a great need for a general method that estimates the conditional expectation of some dependent variable given a set of regressors. Economic theory provides insight into why this expectation is of interest, however its functional form is often left unspeci ed. Therefore, in order to meaningfully capture this relationship, we would like our estimator to \reasonably" exible.
Because of its simplicity, practitioners usually restrict the conditional expectation to lie in some family of parametric models, such as linearity, but this form is very in exible, which may lead to an incorrect analysis. As an alternative, multivariate kernels or B-spline regressions seem to be reasonable because they can consistently estimate a wide class of functions such as the class of twice continuously di erentiable functions. This is more general than the standard parametric model, however there are serious problems with nonparametrically estimating high dimensional functions. From a theoretical standpoint, the rate of convergence decreases as the dimension increases|this is the curse of dimensionality. In addition, Silverman (1986 ; Table 4 .2) provides some unsatisfactory ndings on the small sample performance of a high-dimensional kernel estimator.
The main problem with the standard multivariate nonparametric approach is that for most moderate sample sizes, the estimator lies in class of functions which is too large. In other words, it is permitted to be too exible. This might seem paradoxical because the increase in exibility is usually why a nonparametric method is chosen over a parametric one. To overcome these potential shortcomings, the ideal estimator in many applications is one that allows for great exibility while limiting the decrease in performance as the number of regressors increase. Such an estimator is proposed here.
To be more precise, let y i = f(x 1;i ; : : :; x d;i ) + i , i = 1; : : : ; n, where fx 0 i ; g 0 is iid, x i = fx 1;i ; x 2;i ; : : :; x d;i g 0 , y i ; x j;i ; i 2 <, j = 1; : : : ; d, E jx] = 0, f( ) 2 C q , and C q is the set of functions with q continuous derivatives de ned in the usual way. Then under standard assumptions, rates of convergence of order n ?q=(2q+d) are obtainable for the estimates of f. However, as stated above, the space C q is typically too large to get reasonable estimates for moderate sample sizes. If we somehow restrict the class of functions so that it 
with someg 2 C(I).
In words, the result states that functions of several variables can be represented as superpositions (e.g. functions of functions) of functions of one variable. Surprisingly, the~ k are xed functions (they do not depend on f) and Lipschitz of order one. It is crucial to note that there are a nite number, 2d +2, of functions in (1) and that all of them are univariate.
Even though this is a remarkable theoretical result, it is of little direct use to practitioners becauseg and~ k , given their lack of smoothness, are di cult to estimate. To overcome this di culty and to add more exibility, a variant of (1) is proposed, 2d+1 X k=1
where g k ; k 2 C 2 (I) and k is non-decreasing. We will estimate both g k and k using regression cubic B-splines, which have excellent numerical properties. The estimator will be termed Lin-Supe, where the \Supe" stands for superposition and the \Lin" stands for linear, highlighting the fact that the interior piece, in terms of the k ( ), is linear. For both theoretical and computational reasons, it is important to impose the restriction that k is monotone, a priori. As Lorentz (1966) observed, if~ k is not strictly increasing, then there are two points in I d such that 1;k~ k (x 1 ) + + d;k~ k (x d ), k = 1; : : :; 2d + 1, achieves the same value. This implies that the right hand side of (1) coincides at these points, and hence the representation on the left hand side is impossible for some functions. By the same reasoning, non-monotonicity would make the model di cult to estimate, creating a situation where there would be distinct choices of k and g k such that the objective function would not change.
We derive a simple method for imposing monotonicity. This is a new result and one of the main contributions of the paper. Previous results in the literature with regard to imposing monotonicity su er from the fact that they are either not easy to implement (e.g. Wright and Wegman, 1980) and/or that they are not dense in the set of all monotonic cubic B-splines (e.g. Schumaker, 1983; Ramsay, 1988; Chen and Shen, 1998) . In the Conclusion of this paper, a discussion will be given on how the methodology developed here can be extended to a variety of other important models, such as ones that impose concavity.
Under appropriate assumptions, it is shown that Lin-Supe converges in L 2 at a rate of n ?3=7 . This is the optimal rate of convergence for three times continuously di erentiable univariate functions. Because the rate does not depend on d, it is in this sense that we are claiming that we are \breaking" the curse of dimensionality.
The estimator de ned in (2) may be also viewed as a generalization of additive and projection pursuit models, arguably two of the most common methods for circumventing the curse of dimensionality to date. An example of the former is P d k=1 g k (x k ), and an example of the latter is P p k=1 g k ( 1;k x 1 + d;k x d ) for some integer p. A potential pitfall for the additive model is that there is no interaction across the regressors. There are ways to arbitrarily overcome this, but then the rates of convergence decrease. In the projection pursuit case, if p is large, then there seems little to gain over standard multivariate nonparametric techniques (since the number of estimated parameters is quite large), and for p 2d + 1, projection pursuit falls under the class of models studied here.
Another popular estimator for circumventing the curse of dimensionality is neural networks (e.g. Barron, 1993) . Under suitable assumptions, Chen and Shen (1998) show that a lower bound for the rate of convergence in L 2 is n ?1=4 , which is quite slow, however.
The outline of this paper is as follows. We will describe the estimator in Section 2 and then provide results on the rates of convergence. A simulation study is given in Section 3. Possible extensions are discussed in the last section.
Estimator
The key to constructing the estimator described in (2) is in the way the monotonicity restrictions are imposed on the k 's. With this in place, the construction is just a sum of superpositions of B-splines, which is straightforward to form. To denote a generic regressor out of the set of d possible choices, we will often use x, where it is understood that x 2 <.
When we need to distinguish this from the set of d regressors, we will sometimes usex,
To begin, we will show that it is trivial to impose the monotonicity restriction on a polynomial of degree 3, p(x) This permits the polynomial to be non-monotonic over the region (?1; a) and (b; 1). This is done so that these restrictions do not exclude any non-decreasing cubic polynomial on x 2 a; b]. In other words, it is easy to construct a cubic polynomial which is non-decreasing on a; b] and is decreasing somewhere on (?1; a) (b; 1), and we do not want to exclude these types of polynomials from the set of all possible choices.
It is well known (Eubank, 1988) 0:
This implies that the total number of restrictions is now 2(r +1)+1. By the same argument as in the case of a cubic polynomial, there exists no other monotonic cubic spline on a; b] which does not satisfy these constraints given that it has the same placement of knots. Theoretically, we could estimate the k 's using the cubic spline and the monotonicity constraints above. However, regression splines, even without these additional constraints, have poor numerical properties, most notably their tendency to be collinear. On the other hand, B-splines have superb numerical properties. They also span the same space as splines, which implies that they have identical approximating ability, theoretically. A brief description of B-splines is given below. 2 The basis for the B-splines can be derived recursively. Denote 6 more knots as , sup x jg 00 (x)j C (2) , and sup x jg 000 (x)j C (3) , where C (q) , q = 0; 1; 2; 3, are some constants. Then there exists a cubic spline with r uniformly placed knots, s(x), such that sup x js(x)?g(x)j = O(r ?3 ), sup x js 0 (x)?g 0 (x)j = O(r ?2 ), sup x js 00 (x)?g 00 (x)j = O(r ?1 ), and sup x js 000 (x)?g 000 (x)j ! 0 as r ! 1. 
for some set of coe cients, l , l = 1; : : :; r + 4. Even though it is not obvious from the recursion formula, b(x) is twice continuously di erentiable and its third derivative is a stepfunction. This is necessary since it spans the same space as the cubic spline. Unfortunately, imposing the monotonicity restrictions on b(x) is no longer as straightforward as in the case of the cubic spline. The goal is to rst derive a relationship between s(x), the cubic spline, and b(x), the B-spline. De Boor (1978) has shown that for x 2 l ; l+1 ], B v;4 (x) = 0;l;v + 1;l;v x + 2;l;v x 2 + 3;l;v x 3 , v = l ? 3; l ? 2; l ? 1, or l, where the 's are coe cients depending only on the placement of the knots. These coe cients are easily obtained by least squares once B v;4 (x) has been constructed, so throughout the remainder of the article, we will treat them as xed. The relationship trivially holds elsewhere since B v;4 (x) = 0 for v 6 = l ? 3; l ? 2; l ? 1, or l. Then for x 2 l ; l+1 ], b(x) = l+1 B l?3;4 (x) + l+2 B l?2;4 (x) + l+3 B l?1;4 (x) + l+4 B l;4 (x) = ( l+1 0;l;l?3 + l+2 0;l;l?2 + l+3 0;l;l?1 + l+4 0;l;l ) ( l+1 1;l;l?3 + l+2 1;l;l?2 + l+3 1;l;l?1 + l+4 1;l;l ) x ( l+1 2;l;l?3 + l+2 2;l;l?2 + l+3 2;l;l?1 + l+4 2;l;l ) x 2 ( l+1 3;l;l?3 + l+2 3;l;l?2 + l+3 3;l;l?1 + l+4 3;l;l ) x 3 0;l + 1;l x + 2;l x 2 + 3;l x 3 : 
This implies that we can use (3), with the 's in place of the 's, to impose monotonicity, 1 (3 3;l l?1 ? 2;l 3 3;l l ; 3;l > 0) 1;l ? 2 2;l 3 3;l ! 0; l = 1; : : : ; r + 1; (7) 1;l + 2 2;l l?1 + 3 3;l 2 l?1 0; l = 1; : : : ; r + 1; 1;r+1 + 2 2;r+1 r+1 + 3 3;r+1 2 r+1 0:
We have just proved the following result.
THEOREM 2 The cubic B-spline de ned in (4) subject to the constraints in (7) is nondecreasing for x 2 a; b]. In addition, all non-decreasing cubic B-splines de ned as in (4) satisfy (7) for x 2 a; b].
In the case of B-splines of order 3, the monotonic restriction (which have the analogous property as in Theorem 2) takes a simpler form: v;l v;l+1 , l = 1; : : : ; r + 3 (see de Boor, 1988, p. 163) . The B-spline of order 4 is used here instead for several reasons. It is the most widely used of the splines, being often viewed as the paradigm case. We might also like to impose restrictions on the second derivative as well, and in such cases, an estimator that is twice continuously di erentiable is preferable. In addition, faster rates of convergence are possible, as will be shown below, with an additional smoothness assumption. Lastly, many optimizing programs work better if the estimator is twice continuously di erentiable.
We are now in a position to describe the general model. We will begin by restricting the class of functions to which the underlying function, f, can belong. where C (v) g ; v = 0; 1; : : : ; q, C (v) ; v = 1; : : : ; q, are constants, The assumption that each regressor has the same support is made only for notational simplicity. It is innocuous since a rescaling can always achieve this, as long as the regressors have nite support. Estimation in the case of non-bounded support can be handled in a similar fashion as in Fenton and Gallant (1996) ; however, it is no longer clear if the general setup in (1) is still valid without additional structure imposed on f( ).
Setting k (a) = a and k (b) = b is made so that the functions map a; b] into itself. Clearly this is needed to separately identify g k ( ) and k ( ). The restriction P d j=1 j;k = 1 is imposed instead of P d j=1 j;k 1 for simplicity.
Note that F C q ( a; b] d ), where C q ( a; b] d ) is the set of functions with q continuous derivatives. In the case of most standard nonparametric regression estimators, such as kernels, convergence is with respect to functions in C q ( a; b] d ), but as we noted in the Introduction, the cost is that the rates of convergence depend on d. Stone (1982) has shown that the convergence rate of n ?q=(2q+d) is optimal. Therefore, to circumvent the curse of dimensionality, we must restrict the underlying class of functions in a non-trivial way. Additive models, projection pursuit models, and neural nets, for example, must also restrict the class of underlying functions in order to obtain rates that dominate Stone's (1982) . If the underlying function is in fact in C q ( a; b] d ) but not in F, then there will be a bias which is not necessarily asymptotically negligible. In the Conclusion, we construct a method that will force this bias to tend to zero in probability.
The next assumption will make estimation easier, and it can be relaxed by using the methods described in Shen and Wong (1994) . It is used to bound the metric entropy, which is the log of the number of balls it takes to cover the parameter space under the strong norm. The metric entropy is a measure of the size of the parameter space. 3 ASSUMPTION 2 The bounds, C (0) g and C (1) g , in De nition 1 are known.
As stated above, both the g k 's and the k 's will be estimated using B-splines, where the latter is restricted to be monotonic as described in (7). Again for notational simplicity, suppose that the number of knots, r, is the same across all splines and that the knots are placed uniformly on a; b]. The parameter space, n , is de ned below, and it is formally called a sieve. Its dependence on n is explicitly stated since the number of parameters will increase with the sample size. The estimators for k (x) and g k (z), subject to n , are denoted as 
To impose the monotonicity constraints, we use the results from (5) and (6) where the 's are as in equations (8) and (9), the 's and B n (x) are as in (10) where the 's are as in equation (11).
The parameter space n is constructed so that f 2 lim fn!1g n given the conditions in Assumption 1. The dependence of n on n comes through r, which itself depends on n even though it is not explicitly stated here. The rate at which r increases with n is given in Theorem 3 below. The bounds on Bg k (x) and its derivative are used to bound the metric entropy of the parameter space, n ; without it, the parameter space may be too large (e.g. too \wiggly") and as a result, consistency may not be obtainable. Since An element of n is denoted as ! n , ! n 2 n , which is itself a twice continuously differentiable function, ! n 2 C 2 ( a; b] d ). Likewise, ! 0 = f, where f is as in Assumption 1.
Optimization is performed by minimizing the sum of squares,
An algorithm for the actual implementation is discussed in the next section. Rates of convergence are given in the following theorem.
THEOREM 3 Suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Let! n be as in (12) subject to n given in De nition 2. Set r = O(n 1=(2q+1) ), where q is as in De nition 1. Then (! n ; f) = O P n ? q 2q+1 ;
where (! n ; f) = fE ! n (x) ? f(x)] 2 g 1=2 .
Proof
The proof follows by applying the results of Shen and Wong (1994) Example 3 to their Theorem 1. They derived similar results for the standard regression B-spline, and we have to extend their case to that of superpositions of B-splines. Note that many of the bounds below are with respect to the strong norm rather than L 2 . The reason is that the strong norm is easier to work with for theses speci c calculations. Clearly (in their notation) = 1 and = 1 as in their derivations in Example 3. The metric entropy for the individual B-spline estimators, Bg k ( ) and B k ( ), is of order r log(1= ) because both estimators are bounded bỹ C (0) g and maxfjaj; jbjg, respectively, which implies that the analogous B-spline coe cients, l;k;g and l;k; , l = 1; : : : ; r + 4, can not be greater than this bound, in absolute value, because 0 B l?4;4;k (x) 1 and P r+4 l=?3 B l;4;k (x) = 1 for all x. By a mean value expansion, since the derivative of B k ( ) is bounded byC (1) g , the metric entropy of B n (x) is also of order r log(1= ). Schumaker (1981, Corollary 6.21 ) has shown that the approximation error, given the conditions in De nition 1, for a qth continuously di erentiable function is of order r ?q under the strong norm. In our setup, this corresponds to the approximation of some B k ( ) and Bg k ( ) to k ( ) and g k ( ), respectively. Schumaker also showed that the rst derivative of the B-spline converges uniformly under the strong norm. Hence the monotonicity imposed on the B k ( )'s does not a ect the approximation error for large r. The sieve approximation error of B n (x) is also of order r ?q , which follows from a mean value expansion similar to the one used in the metric entropy calculation.
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This is the optimal rate of convergence for the univariate case. In this sense, we are circumventing the curse of dimensionality because our rates do not depend on d. The rate at which r increases, O(n 1=(2q+1) ), is relatively slow, and it is due to the good approximating ability of the B-splines. For any given r and d, the total number of parameters, subject to the restrictions imposed on n , is p = (2r + d + 5)(2d + 1). In terms of n, the number of parameters is of order n 1=(2q+1) , which is the same as in the univariate case. As a comparison, standard multivariate B-splines techniques require an order of r d parameters, and in terms of n, the number of parameters is of order n d 2 =(2q+d) , which for moderate d and n, is quite large. 4 Given the large number, it is not surprising that in general the coe cients are not estimated 4 The relationship between r and n is derived by equating the optimal rate of convergence, n ?q=(2q+d) , with the approximation error, r ?q=d given in Schumaker(1981, Theorem 12.7). very precisely. This explains why the variance component (of the bias 2 and variance tradeo ) is typically large for general high-dimensional nonparametric estimators.
Simulations
Given that our estimator is nonstandard, the two main goals of this section is to show that it is implementable and that its performance compares well with those of the standard kernel regression for a moderately large sample size. The kernel is a natural comparison since its use, especially for its theoretical properties, is ubiquitous throughout economics and statistics, even when the number of regressors is large.
An appropriate place to start is to test how well the monotonicity restrictions work in terms of a nonlinear optimizer. To do this, the following model is selected,
where throughout this section, x j ; j = 1; : : : ; d, is uniformly distributed on 0; ] and is distributed as a standard normal. These distributional choices on the regressors and errors are standard, and in doing so, the main focus here can remain of the estimates of the regression function. A graph of the regression function in the case of two regressors is given in Figure 1 . The model is very oscillatory, and it is an unlikely representative of most economic relationships. Nonetheless, the estimator proposed here should do well under these circumstances with k in (2) held xed at k = 1, g 1 ( ) = sin( ), 1 ( ) = exp( ), and j;1 = 1=d; j = 1; : : : ; d, and thereby being an adequate test. A moderately large sample size, at least for most economic settings, is chosen here to be n = 10; 000. Estimation is performed with d = 2; 3, and 5 regressors. In terms of nonparametrics, ve regressors is typically considered large with only 10,000 observations. On the other hand, the kernel estimator should do well for the case d = 2. Setting d = 3 can be viewed as an intermediate choice.
Optimization is performed using NPSOL by Gill et al. (1986) because it allows for constrained optimization. 5 The optimizer performs better if the constraints are smooth, but the constraint 1;l ? 2 2;l =(3 3;l ) 0 is only binding if 3 3;l l?1 ? 2;l or 3 3;l l ? 2;l and 3;l > 0. To smooth this out, we construct a strictly increasing fourth order B-spline, BI( ), on ( l?2 + l?1 )=2; l?1 ] with BI(( l?2 + l?1 )=2) = 0 and BI( l?1 ) = 1 such that for any in this interval, the constraint becomes BI( ) 1;l ? 2 2;l =(3 3;l )] 0. An analogous strategy is constructed on l ; ( l + l+1 )=2] with a strictly decreasing B-spline, BD( ), such that BD( l ) = 1 and BD(( l + l+1 )=2) = 0. 6 The other constraints do not pose this problem. A good optimizer should work well, nonetheless, even without this added smoothness, as long as the initial values are chosen well. This implies that in many cases, one will need to search over a set of initial values, which is very time expensive in the case of simulations. Instead we chose to include BI( ) and BD( ) and use a single set of initial values, with j;k;g = 0, j;k = 1=d, and the j;k; 's where chosen so that B k (x) = x= .
Throughout this section, the bounds on Bg k ( ) and its derivative,C (0) g andC (1) g , are set to 100 and 1,000, respectively. The bounds on Bg k ( ) are easy to impose, requiring only that the associated B-spline coe cients are less than 100. For the derivative, we checked if the bounds were satis ed after estimation, and in all cases they were. 7 We also assume that the underlying function, f, is three times di erentiable (q = 3).
For each B-spline, the optimal number of knots is of order 10; 000 1=7 4. However, better results are often obtained if the search is done over several possible choices, and this is the approach taken here. We allow the number of knots to vary (keeping the number the same for both the estimator of 1 ( ) and g 1 ( )) from zero to eleven. 8 The model is chosen 5 One can use any optimizer that allows for nonlinear constrained optimization, such as GQOPT. A method to impose these types of constraints, a priori, is to construct additional constraints at the corresponding knots (or the troubled areas) using the recursive formula for B-spline derivatives (i.e. see de Boor, 1978; p.139) . Then do another check after estimation to ensure that the bound is satis ed everywhere; if it is not satis ed, add more constraints and repeat the above process. This strategy has worked well in the past, but it is not imposed here because of compilation time considerations.
as the one that minimizes the generalized cross-validation (GCV), as suggested by Eubank (1988, p. 363), n obj(r)
where obj(r) is the value of the objection function evaluated at r knots and p(r) = 2r +d+5 is the corresponding number of parameters. Even though this selection method is based on the standard B-spline, it works well here too. We also chose the knot sequence in two ways. The rst was to uniformly place the knots along the interval 0; ] for both the estimators of 1 ( ) and g 1 ( ). Since B 1 ( ) is monotonic, knot placement for it is not as important as knot placement for Bg 1 ( ), which can be more variable. So in the second case, we also estimated the corresponding knots used in constructing Bg 1 ( ). Adjusting for the increase in parameters in the second case (i.e. p(n) = 3r + d + 4), the two methods were evaluated by GCV, and the variable knot method outperformed the xed case, which probably has to due with the fact that the regression function is very oscillatory.
As a method of comparison, standard nonparametric regression is also implemented. We use two di erent kernels, one with a gaussian density, which is called Kernel-1, and the other, called Kernel-2, is a gaussian density times 1:5 ? 0:5x 2 . Kernel-1 is a second order kernel and Kernel-2 is a fourth order kernel, where if the underling function is twice continuously di erentiable, a second and fourth order kernel converge in L 2 at a rate n ?2=(4+d) , and if the underlying function is four times continuously di erentiable, a rate of n ?4=(8+d) is obtained if a fourth order kernel is used, but the rate for the second order kernel is still n ?2=(4+d) . It is possible to construct a third order kernel, which would be consistent with the assumptions imposed on Lin-Supe, but this would imply that the kernel would have the undesirable property of being asymmetric. Hence in terms of a relevant comparison with Lin-Supe, one can take Kernel-1 as a lower bound and Kernel-2 as an upper bound on the kernel's overall performance. Even though kernels of order higher than four are often used in theory, they are rarely used in practice. The bandwidth is chosen by cross-validation (CV), which is optimal in terms of minimizing the MSE, over the set f0:01; 0:02; : : : 1:0g.
is done over the set fmax(dn 1=7 e ? C 1 ; 0); : : : ; min(dn 1=7 e + C 2 ; dne)g, where C 1 ; C 2 are positive constants.
The reason why the theory carries over is that the order of the metric entropy remains the same.
A summary of these results is reported in Table 1 . The root mean squared error (RMSE) is the same as the pseudo-metric used in Theorem 3, and it is calculated as 9 fE ! n (x) ? f(x)] 2 g 1=2 . Because of time considerations, only 10 simulations were performed. However, the standard deviation of the RMSE's is also reported. This statistic is usually small, suggesting that further simulations would not substantially change the results. Given this, it is quite clear that relative to the kernel, the model does extremely well, even in the case when there are only two regressors. 10 The fact that the RMSE for Lin-Supe decreases as d increases is an indicator that the estimator is working well|that it is not greatly a ected by the number of regressors. This can be seen by observing that all else equal, the MSE is the integration of the squared error times the uniform density, ?d . For ease of comparison, the root integrated squared error (RISE), f R ! n (x) ? f(x)] 2 dxg 1=2 , is also reported. Across the ten simulations, the median number of knots and their range is denoted as Med(r) and Range(r).
We also would like to evaluate Lin-Supe in a more realistic type of economic setting and, at the same time, still be as general as possible. This rules out very oscillatory functions, but unfortunately leaves little other guidelines. There are also other limitations. Most of the nonlinear functions that researchers use in simulations, because of their familiarity and because the functions are built into most computer programs, are of the form of sin( ), cos( ), log( ), or exp( ), and it is hard escaping this. The usual alternative is to use some type of polynomial, but that poses problems here because B-splines are themselves piecewise polynomials. Contrary to Model 1, we also do not want the regression functions to obviously be of the form of something like in (2). Finally, we need the model to be comparable across di erent sets of regressors. With this in mind, the following two experiments are 9
The MSE was calculated using a grid search. For the case of d = 2,3, the computation was constructed using 50 d uniformly placed points, ( =100; =100; : : :; =100), (3 =100; =100; : : : ; =100), : : : ; (99 =100; 99 =100; : : : ; 99 =100). In the case d = 5, 10 5 uniformly placed points where chose. The reason for the reduction is the length of time it took to complete the statistic in the case of kernels. Even running a Fortran program on a Sun Ultra 2, the statistic took over 2 hours per sample to compute.
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To see if the di erence in performance is due to the grid size used in the CV construction, for the rst sample with d = 5, the RMSE for Kernel-1 was also computed on a grid with a di erence of only 0.0001 between points. The bandwidth and RMSE for the coarser grid are 0.30 and 0.40601, and the corresponding calculations for the ner grid are 0.2979 and 0.40584. The di erence, especially relative to the performance of the Lin-Supe, is negligible, however. The time it takes to compute a CV estimate at a single bandwidth is about 15 minutes. and the corresponding plots for the case of two regressors are given in Figures 2 and 3 . The constants in the regression functions are used so that the three models, in terms of height, are comparable across each other and across the di erent sets of regressors. The fth degree polynomial in Model 2 looks like an inverted \S" lying on its side. Model 3 is constructed so that there is some asymmetry with respect to each regressor. In this more general setup, the shear number of parameters in our model make direct optimization di cult. We instead use the back-tting algorithm, proposed by Friedman and Stuetzle (1981) , to solve the optimization problem. Theoretical convergence properties are given in Buja, Hastie, and Tibshirani (1989) .
We can view the estimator, B n (x), in (10) as having 2d + 1 terms, where each term is denoted by A n;k (x), k = 1; : : : ; 2d + 1,
The idea is to optimize each of the A n;k separately, treating the other A n;k will also add another subscript and \hat" to A n;k ,Â n;k;m , to denote the estimated function from the mth step. The back-tting method is outlined below (note that there are 2d+1 steps to each part).
Step 1 1) min n;1 1 n P n i=1 y i ? A n;1 ] 2 to getÂ n;1;1 .
2) Constructŷ i;2;1 = y i ?Â n;1;1 (x i ) and then min n;2 1 n P n i=1 ŷ i;2;1 ? A n;2 ] 2 to getÂ n;2;1 .
. . . 2d+1) Constructŷ i;2d+1;m = y i ? P 2d k 0 =1Â n;k 0 ;m (x i ) and then min n;2d+1 1 n P n i=1 ŷ i;2d+1;m ? A n;2d+1 ] 2 to getÂ n;2d+1;m .
Step m + 1
Repeat
Step m until each jjÂ n;k;m+1 ?Â n;k;m jj, k = 1; : : : ; 2d + 1, does not change by more than some predetermined threshold.
Initial values in the rst step are analogous to those used in Model 1. Like before, the model is chosen as the one which minimizes the GVC, and in both of cases, xed knots is selected. A summary of the results for Model 2 is reported in Table 2 . One of the most surprising results is that k is only two, where k is the number of A n;k ( ) terms, k = 1; : : : ; k , de ned above. Lin-Supe also performs well especially for the cases of ve regressors, in which the relative improvement in the RMSE is about 60 percent. To get a feel for the size of this di erence, suppose C 1 n ?2=9 and C 2 n ?4=13 are good approximations to the RMSE, where well as compared to the kernel even when there are only three regressors and the sample size is 10,000 observations. One of the most surprising ndings is that the number of terms, as measured by k , is very small, suggesting that Lin-Supe is very adaptable.
The methodology developed here has many further extensions, both within and outside of economics, especially for univariate functions. The monotonicity restriction alone has other applications. An example, speci c to economics, is estimating a demand function, and an application outside of economics is treatment responses to, say, some drug (e.g. see Bloch and Silverman 1998) .
Concavity is another useful restriction. Again the method to do this is clear once we are able to show how to impose it on a cubic polynomial, p(x) = 0 + 1 x+ 2 x 2 + 3 x 3 , x 2 a; b].
Observe that the second derivative, p 00 (x) = 2 2 + 6 3 x, is linear, thus to ensure p 00 (x) 0, we need 2 2 +6 3 a 0 and 2 2 +6 3 b 0. This is simpler than monotonicity, requiring only r +2 constraints for the B-spline. To impose both monotonicity and concavity, just combine both sets of constraints to give a total of 3(r + 1) + 2 restrictions. Using the same methods as for the case of monotonicity alone, it is easy to show that the concave restriction and the monotonicity and concave restriction together are dense in the space of cubic B-splines with these properties. Enforcing linear homogeneity, as in Matzkin (1994) , at the knots, for example, is also possible. Judd (1998) lists several other uses for these types of \shape preserving" estimators. As a rst cut to the data, the researcher may want to run the following simpler model. Instead of imposing the restrictions on the 's in De nition 2, impose l;k; l+1;k; , l = 1; : : : ; r + 3, k = 1; : : :; 2d + 1. The bene t is that all of the restrictions, assuming that the estimate satis es the derivative bounds, are now linear (and hence easier to program) while the estimator for k ( ) is still monotone. The cost is that the estimator is not dense in the set of all monotonic cubic B-splines, implying that the t will tend to be not as good. Another simpli cation would be to x k at 1, thus avoiding the need for the back-tting algorithm.
Unfortunately, if f = nets. 12 The following estimator, nonetheless, will asymptotically drive the bias to zero, B n (x) = n B n (x) + (1 ? n ) B n (x); where B n is as in Section 2, B n is some general multivariate estimator (such as a kernel or B-spline) whose bias tends to zero, and n is a sequence of constants which tend to zero. Of courseB n (x) will no longer have the faster rate of convergence, asymptotically. To tie this into the paper, one could argue that in general, by the results in Section 3, B n works better than B n for general f 2 C q ( a; b] d ) when the sample size is not extremely large. But when f = 2 F, standard theory indicates that B n will eventually outperform B n ; however, the results in Section 3 suggest that this will only hold, in general, for very large sample sizes if d is moderately large. Finally, it is noted that the results here also will hold for certain types of temporal dependency. The relevant theory is given in Chen and Shen (1998) .
12 Diaconis and Shahshahani (1984) have shown that, in this case, the asymptotic bias for the projection pursuit model can be made arbitrarily small if there are a suitably large number of g k terms. Likewise, Hornik (1991) develops a similar result for neural nets. In the same vein, Schumaker (1981, Corollary 6.21) shows that, under the strong norm, there exists a cubic B-spline that approximates any bounded continuos function on a; b] arbitrarily well, and there also exists a cubic B-spline that approximates a Lipschitz of order one function on a; b] at the rate O(r ?1 ) as r ! 1. This suggests that the asymptotic bias for Lin-Supe can also be made to tend to zero. Nonetheless, these results are not strong enough to establish rates of convergence, especially if we want outperform the standard nonparametric case. On the other hand, the above results for B-splines imply that the asymptotic bias well be small as long asC 
